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Boston Sculptors Gallery Announces Four New Members 
 
Boston, MA: Boston Sculptors Gallery is pleased to announce four new members to its roster of 
36 sculptors. Effective September 1, 2014 Christopher Abrams, Amy Archambault, Andrea 
Thompson, and Christina Zwart replace outgoing members Ben Cariens, George Sherwood, 
Joseph Wheelwright and one vacancy. 
 
Christopher Abrams is an artist, designer and educator with a continuously evolving 
multimedia practice. His work focuses primarily on constructing, programming, or engineering 
chance and unpredictability into otherwise ordered structures and environments. Abrams 
graduated Harvard University’s Visual Arts Program and earned a MFA in Sculpture from the 
Massachusetts College of Art, and exhibits regionally and nationally. He teaches Sculpture, 
Architectural Drawing and New Media courses at local institutions, including Brandeis and 
Framingham State Universities. He lives and works in Waltham, Massachusetts. Abrams will 
exhibit with Murray Dewart at Boston Sculptors Jan. 21 – Feb. 22, 2015. 
http://christopherabrams.com 
 
Amy Archambault lives and works in North Chelmsford, MA. Her large-scale installations and 
inspective mixed media drawings and paintings uncover playful and unconventional activations 
of sites and structures that are seemingly void of human intervention. Her complex and energetic 
installations incorporate both the material and visual languages of athletic culture, childhood 
play and the "home improvement" / constructive domain. Archambault is currently Studio 
Supervisor and Lecturer for the Department of Visual Arts at the College of the Holy Cross, 
Worcester, MA. She will exhibit with David Lang at Boston Sculptors May 4 – June 5, 2016. 
http://www.amyarchambault.com 
 
Andrea Thompson creates site-specific outdoor sculptures and installations, built primarily in 
wood and incorporating found objects and natural materials. The artworks focus on themes of 
memory and place, often illuminating personal stories or responding to the history of a specific 
location. She works in Lynn, MA and has exhibited in the New England area and in Europe and 
Japan. Thompson will exhibit with Nancy Winship Milliken at Boston Sculptors Nov. 11 – Dec. 
13, 2015. http://andreathompsonart.com/home.html 
 
Christina Zwart lives in Wayland, MA and creates work that challenges people’s perceptions of 
reality. What often appears to be one thing from afar is, upon closer inspection, something else 
entirely. She takes items that have been constructed for specific purposes and transforms them 
into something that has nothing to do with their intended use. She works with materials as simple 
and easily-recognizable as flour and snow, or harder-to-find items like horseshoe crabs and 
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plaster teeth models, giving solitary objects new life as she multiplies them to yield an overall 
piece. Some of her work is simply abstract, but much of it serves as social commentary, blurring 
the lines between organic and manufactured, humorous and disturbing. Zwart will exhibit with 
Mags Harries at Boston Sculptors April 1- May 3, 2015. http://zwartinstallations.com 
 
Boston Sculptors Gallery is a landmark cooperative gallery exhibiting innovative contemporary 
sculpture including traditional and emerging media, installations and public art since 1992. The 
gallery moved from Newton, MA to anchor Boston’s SOWA arts district in 2004. It is the only 
sculpture collective to maintain a gallery in the US. 
 
New members are selected through a highly competitive review process conducted by current 
members. Gallery Director Jean Mineo states “New members are selected first and foremost on 
the quality of their work. We are interested in work that excites us in its concept and execution. 
We can’t wait to exhibit and share the work of these artists.” 
 
For more information: Jean Mineo, Director 
   Boston Sculptors Gallery 
   BostonSculptors@yahoo.com 
   617-482-7781 
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